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Chapter 2931 Save Me Master 

The Cardinal Hall General did not know that his master was Levi. 

To him, his master was a very mysterious existence. In fact, it could very well be the Ecclesiastic Order or 

the Esoteric Guild. 

More importantly, the Iron Golem Technique was simply too miraculous. Now that he had reached this 

stage, he found it extremely astonishing. 

He recalled how easy it had been for his master to teach him the Iron Golem Technique. 

It gave him an illusion that his master was a terrifying existence hidden within the depths of Erudia. 

Furthermore, rumors of the Ecclesiastic Order and the Esoteric Guild arose after that. 

He was thus convinced that his master was from either of these two forces. 

Now that he was in danger, he was sure that his master would appear. 

Daxon panicked. 

What master are you talking about? Isn’t your master Levi? 

Fine! Even if Levi is undefeatable, he’s busy curing his daughter’s poison. How would he have time to 

rush here? He definitely won’t appear in Erudia! 

“Your master?” 

Still, The Cardinal Hall General’s words scared the Keereans. 

After all, the situation was different now. 

no Deities 

Erudia, 

he claimed he had a 

he was already so powerful, 

the Ecclesiastic Order 

both of them really existed, Keerea would 

the Keereans asked 

master! I can call for 

Edmund had someone backing 

Erudia? What should we do? By then, we’ll all 

They started to panic. 



news quickly spread to the other Keereans 

had the same 

discussing the issue, they 

calmly, “It’s true that he has a master, but that’s 

what had 

or the new leader of the ancient Garrison clan 

none other 

also The Cardinal 

on everyone when they heard 

Levi was too busy trying to cure his daughter’s 

was imagining, they all heaved a 

Hall General stupid? How can he use Levi to 

at the back 

The Cardinal Hall 

received the 

Chapter 2932 Live Targets 

The laughter from Keerea’s side suddenly ceased. 

Everyone was stunned and could not believe what they were seeing. 

Even Keerea’s fighters were stumped. 

On the other side, the crowd from Erudia was astonished too. 

No one expected things to turn out like this. 

Why is the Deity suddenly dead? 

“Master is here! Master is here! Master!” Edmund could not help shouting upon seeing this. 

Suddenly, a sword shot out of nowhere at the Deity second nearest to him. 

Swoosh! 

It immediately pierced through the Deity’s neck, causing blood to spill all over the ground. 

Before the crowd could react, the sword glowed and released a fearsome energy as it ripped through 

the air. 

Swoosh! 



Another one of the Deities was dead! 

Whoosh! 

The sword continued to traverse through the air, releasing its power everywhere. 

It shone as bright as a sun, captivating everyone on the scene. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! 

The sword continued to kill one Deity after another. 

Ten dropped dead. 

the number 

Then, thirty Deities fell. 

if all of Keerea’s Deities faced this sword together, 

nor hide from 

were living targets for the 

them down one 

shocking that one 

had never seen anything 

many Deities gathered to fight something only to be slaughtered by a 

was absolutely 

“Hahaha…” Edmund laughed gleefully. 

through the air and take down the 

Thud! 

one fell to the ground 

of Keerea’s Deities were 

was not one 

What the heck? 
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frozen 
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had ever happened 

Erudians 



had always thought that Deities were powerful like 

just witnessed 

were still confused about that 

fact, they were 

else had ever 

back, Keerea’s high-rank officials 

suddenly lost fifty 

almost 

could not 

Edmund had also slaughtered many of Keerea’s three 

Chapter 2933 They Shall Pay The Price 

I shall punish anyone who dares to harm Erudia no matter how far they are! You have come here to 

attack Erudia. Do you think I will let you escape? No way! None shall leave, and all shall die! 

Every fighter sent by Keerea was killed that day, bathing Erudia’s borders with blood. 

Everyone wondered how the sword pierced through more than two thousand people in such a short 

time. 

It moved so fast that none of the Deities could catch it. 

However, it made sense if one were to think about it. 

Since the sword had killed fifty Deities easily, it could eliminate two thousand fighters with ease. 

The massacre was the most shocking thing anyone had ever seen. 

Now, no one dared to mock Erudia. 

The sword had proven the detractors wrong. 

Edmund was tremendously strong, but his master was even more powerful. 

One should keep in mind that no one saw who controlled the sword. 

He was not present on the battle scene. 

Instead, he was controlling the sword from a secret location. 

Everyone was stunned. 

No one expected Erudia to have such an unbelievably powerful person. 

turned out that 



Ecclesiastic Order and the Esoteric Guild truly existed in 

techniques for controlling the sword came from 

to have seen this technique 

became a restricted area to 

one could invade 

those other countries had experienced spiritual energy revival 

place that no one should attempt 
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it had 
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hand, 
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thirteen in the 
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that they 
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Divine Brigadier, and the rest of the Erudians looked 

one knew who controlled 

Chapter 2934 Fighters To Protect Forlevia 



He arrived at the former location of Carigrey Academy, the abode of the people he was searching for. 

It was destroyed during an upheaval. 

Carigrey was a spiritual land. Therefore, it was full of spiritual energy and spiritual energy crystals. 

Behind the academy lay Carigrey Mountains, a Rank One restricted area. 

Naturally, the academy’s site was also part of the restricted area. 

A Rank One restricted area was dangerous, but it also meant the existence of magical herbs. 

However, Levi was not interested in them. 

He was here to look for people. 

The ones he wanted to find were none other than his past students. 

Previously, he learned that everyone went into hiding during the upheaval. 

However, his students were excluded. 

There were eighty people, including Bruno and Troy. They did not hide but faced the upheaval head-on. 

No one knew whether they were still alive. 

Levi believed they were alive and even increased their powers after the spiritual energy revival. 

had taught them techniques that did not allow rapid advancement. They were slow foundation 

techniques that could garner twice the result 

advantageous during spiritual energy 

to absorb the surrounding spiritual 

could rapidly increase their 

he wanted to find someone to 

remembered the 

Suddenly, he smiled. 

out everyone! I’m 
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a total of 
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looked at the 
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there were eighty 

area was so 
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quickly brought these eighty people with him and headed to 

the same time, he did not 

Chapter 2935 Zarain Is Still The Most Powerful 

No matter what danger there was, they needed to investigate what had happened. 

They could not let go of such severe loss without doing anything. 

After all, Xyperia was the strongest nation in the world. 

It would be humiliating if they could not find the answer. 

At this moment, Levi brought eighty people, including Troy, to the sacred spring. 

Dr. Erebus and Digital God were astounded to see them. 

Everyone knew Levi was unbelievably formidable. 

However, no one expected he would have eighty powerful students. 

Judging from their auras, every one of these eighty people was comparable to overlord-class beasts in 

the sacred spring. 

Levi would have nothing to worry about if he had so many fighters guarding Forlevia. 

It would be impossible for anyone to attempt anything against her. 

Even if someone dared to attempt something, it would take a lot of time to get through so many 

fighters. 

and his group, Levi left the sacred spring 

half of Keerea’s Deities continued 



to do anything against 

dared to attempt anything 

target elsewhere, away from Erudia and the Defenders 

country could not be 
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impossible, they could only 
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Shield panicked upon hearing the 
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a Deity 

delay and contacted 

Chapter 2936 Anomaly In Erudia 

The members of Black Hawk chose to trust Niel and stopped worrying about the threats to the 

Defenders of the Galaxy. 

They even looked forward to the attack so they could see the trump card hidden within Zarain. 

Meanwhile, the battle that brought down Keerea had a rippling effect on Erudia. 

Ever since Levi controlled that sword to kill Keerea’s Deities and fighters, mysterious figures appeared in 

various places in Erudia. 

They all said, “Why is the spiritual energy outside so thick? What is going on out there? That sword is 

too incredible.” 



Meanwhile, there was constant thunder and lightning in a sacred land deep in the mountains in Erudia. 

Intense spiritual energy surrounded the mountain peak and would not dissipate for a long time. 

This place was considered a restricted area. 

Soon, all the beasts seemed to have disappeared and went into hiding as though something was scaring 

them. 

“Haha, we are finally outside! Huh? The spiritual energy here is thick. It feels no different from our 

place! Does this mean that we can keep staying outside now?” said a shadowy figure. 

Somewhere in the North, a few shadowy figures traversed through the air, laughing from time to time. 

Levi never expected his simple sword demonstration would lead to such a severe disturbance and 

attract legendary beings out of hiding. 

At this moment, he was still unaware of what he had caused and could only focus on finding ways to 

save Forlevia. 

He visited the sacred spring once every day to check on her condition. 

her poison. However, it 

needed to find other ways 

choice 

for other cures depended on luck. Sometimes, one could 

Levi and his team had no choice 
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their aim to fight but to 
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thirteen Deities 
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not find 

further and 

that they 
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did not expect Levi to have something 

Chapter 2937 Unimaginable Wealth 

However, Xyperia labeled the whole matter as classified and refused to let anyone find out about it. 

They could not let the outside world know how much loss they suffered or let anyone realize the 

potential of that place. 

In the following few days, Levi went on exploration alone. 

He focused on searching through the restricted area. 

Previously, he found many valuable things in the sacred spring. 

In those few days, he searched through three Rank One restricted areas. 

Although he found many magical herbs, they were slightly weaker than what he had discovered in the 

sacred spring. 

These magical herbs would be useless in Forlevia’s condition. 

He had expected such an outcome because he was trying his luck exploring the restricted areas. 

However, the things he found were of use too. 

Erebus and Digital God used the magical herbs Levi brought 

herbs enabled Dr. Erebus to rise 

became a 

Deity level, he still had the skills and 

now had as 

Perhaps even more. 

had magical herbs that even Xyperia did not 
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dangerous places were rich with 

and Digital God were unimaginably 

even had to give a lot of spiritual energy crystals away as they could not 

of finding magical herbs in places classified as restricted areas. The higher the rank of a restricted area, 

the stronger the magical herbs. We should focus on Rank One restricted areas. Rank Two and Rank 

Three restricted areas are a waste of time!” Dr. 

case, we should go to Rank One restricted areas. Our chances would be higher there!” 

them! There are still nineteen of them, so we have a good chance! Furthermore, there are many 

“Let’s explore all these Rank One restricted areas. We can go 

Levi remained in deep thoughts 

on your findings, the most dangerous places produce the best 

Erebus and Digital God nodded. “Yes, that seems to 

case, we shall go to the most dangerous place. There could be magical herbs!” Levi thought of 

“Is it among these Rank One restricted 

Chapter 2938 Super Spiritual Ley Line 

As they were in the sky above the South Pole, they could see the terrifying vortex that covered a huge 

part of it. 

Although Dr. Erebus and Digital God were both incredibly powerful individuals, the sight of the gigantic 

vortex beneath them still sent shivers down their spines. 

The spiritual energy was extremely concentrated here due to the spiritual ley line underneath it. 

From a logical standpoint, it would be easiest to grow magical herbs in a place like this. 

Given the harsh surrounding environment, the magical herbs would become incredibly potent. 

If such magical herbs were to be present here, then this place would be a lot better than the sacred 

spring. 

In fact, it could even cure Forlevia’s poisoning completely in one go. 

However, it had only been a short while since the spiritual energy had erupted in the area, so it was 

highly unlikely for such herbs to start growing there just yet. 

Even so, Levi clung desperately to that thin strand of hope. 

He insisted on getting to the spiritual ley line to see if there were magical herbs. 

the spiritual ley 

the size, it was possible to have magical herbs 



vortex beneath them, Dr. Erebus and Digital God finally realized why Levi said 

Rank One restricted area because no one 

vortex because the entire South Pole 

world back then had dissipated fairly quickly, but this one remained in the area for a very long 

was more than enough to scare most people 

the countries in the world regarded it as much more dangerous 

dare set foot here unless they had no other 

Erebus asked, “Are we really going 

is a little dangerous 

he said 

this place was still the site 

spiritual ley line beneath it still had a terrifying residual spiritual energy storm, and anyone who got 

sucked 

energy storms from spiritual ley lines 

been “filtered” by Levi, making them more absorbent in 

in the vortex, however, could kill 

were no 

plummeted straight into the gigantic vortex, much to Digital 

Chapter 2939 Beyond Their Limits 

Because he was too busy stopping the eruption back then, he didn’t have time to go near the spiritual 

ley line at all. As such, this was Levi’s first time being so close to the super spiritual ley line. 

It felt like he had entered a cave of some sort. 

The rock wall outside the entrance had stalactites and water droplets that formed from the spiritual 

energy. 

A single drop of that water was as potent as magical medicine. 

Standing by the entrance, Levi stared at the large hole that was a few thousand feet deep. 

The walls of the cave were thick and strong as they had been formed bit by bit over the course of tens of 

thousands of years. 

That was probably the only reason the spiritual ley line had remained so stable. 

Digital God’s aircraft had only blown a little hole in the cave, but it eventually cracked and deepened. 



Upon entering the hole in the cave, Levi saw that the super spiritual ley line was like a mine that 

stretched for thousands of miles. 

It was sealed off from the outside world and contained a high concentration of spiritual energy. 

to the eruption, there was still a terrifyingly huge amount of residual spiritual energy 

sight of the water dripping on the outside of the cave wall got Levi all 

of the cave, 

Whoosh! 

see a scary spiritual energy storm the moment 

super spiritual ley line, the residual was still too powerful for humans to 

super spiritual 

and he felt a shudder down his spine 

possibly survive in an environment with this kind of spiritual energy. If this place is uninhabitable now 

even with the weakened state of the super spiritual ley line, then it would only be worse back then. I 

was hoping that the concentrated spiritual energy would allow for magical herbs to grow, but there is a 

limit to the concentration of spiritual energy tolerable for their growth. Those magical herbs can’t 

survive in an environment with such ridiculously high concentrations of spiritual energy. If I can find 

even one that grows here, it would definitely be on a whole different level. However, this combination 

of a harsh environment and extreme concentrations of 

with that thought in mind, Levi continued 

to leave so soon after going through all that trouble to come 

grew stronger as Levi got closer to the spiritual ley line, but he 

in this position back then, he 

for what seemed like forever, a strong heat wave came surging toward 

a Deity, but the look on Levi’s face 

the area 

from 

number of Deities with ease if he could control those flames, but he 

Chapter 2940 Fossilized Tree 

Levi was shocked when he saw a tree in the distance. 

A tree growing in here? This must be a magical herb! 

Levi quickly ran toward the tree, only to realize it had turned into a fossil. 



The tree must have existed there for a very long time if it turned into a fossil. 

For reasons unknown, Levi found the tree to be rather familiar. He felt like he had seen it before 

somewhere, but he couldn’t recall where. 

I bet this tree could even blossom and bear fruits in the past, huh? He thought to himself as he pressed 

on. 

He then came across a few more fossils moments later. 

Some of them were large and belonged to animals. 

Although they were all valuable resources for scientific researchers, none of them benefited Levi in any 

way at the time. 

All he wanted was to cure Forlevia’s poisoning, so nothing else mattered to him at all. 

At this point, he had come to accept that he would find no magical herbs within the super spiritual ley 

line, and that he had come all this way for nothing. 

Dr. Erebus and Digital God were anxiously waiting for his 

Why do I feel like we’re being watched?” Dr. 

down his spine, and his hair was all standing 

as if a ferocious beast had set its sights on 

felt the 

a cold sweat, and his face went pale as he 

see anybody no matter where they looked, so they had no idea where the people 

indeed a team consisting of one woman and three men watching them 

armor with a faint blue glow to it, and they all had swords or bows and arrows 

even Dr. Erebus couldn’t 

spiritual ley line should be right beneath it! It’s so scary that I can’t even compare it to the one we train 

with!” said the guy 

ley lines for survival, but 

Look at that vortex formed from spiritual energy! It’s definitely stronger than the one at our place!” said 

go down and check it out?” asked the 

us will survive going down there!” replied the sole female member 

and haunting beauty was enough to take one’s 

three nodded in 



aircraft hovering above them and said coldly, “Do these guys seriously want to explore this place? 

They’re clearly overestimating themselves! We wouldn’t even dare try to explore this place!” the others 

 


